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The Continuing Fight For Business Customers

 lending fintechs competition

Summary: What can community banks do to keep their business customers in

this fierce, non-relenting competitive landscape?

Community banks still seem to be underestimating the impact fintechs can have on their lending to small

businesses, as only 7% of community banks see fintechs as a major competitor for this business, according to

the latest 2018 Community Banking in the 21st Century survey. But, with both fintechs and larger banks

aggressively courting small businesses, community banks need to realize that "business as usual" is no longer

an option.

From major banks such as the Bank of Montreal (BMO) to military insurance and banking provider USAA, there

is no shortage of players hoping to lure small businesses away from community banks to become their new go-

to source of lending. Not surprising, the way they are all hoping to do this is by utilizing technology. In the case

of the new BMO Business Xpress lending platform targeting small businesses, the turnaround time is as little as

a few minutes.

While we know that community banks aren't exactly ignoring the importance of technology, it is important to

realize that you need to invest in upgrading your technological capabilities across the board, and not just what

customers see and interact with. Though small businesses still look at community banks favorably, more

competitors continue to enter the field, making the challenge to hold on to business customers tougher than

ever. So when it comes to holding on to these customers, community banks should focus on and invest in ways

to speed up decision-making and lending capabilities - without doing so in a manner that will leave you making

riskier loans.

Following are a few of the things you could consider in this fight to hold onto and gain more business

customers:

Online loan applications are key to speeding up the lending process. They not only allow for loan

applications to be filed electronically, but also to be reviewed and managed in that way. At present, only

39% of banks offer online loan applications, according to the survey's findings. Look into your options here

to stay ahead.

Competing with the technological sophistication of fintechs is incredibly difficult and costly, so you may

want to carefully consider partnering instead. Of course, scrutiny and due diligence are needed and all

banking regulations apply.

Consortiums with other community banks can help too, but these can also be loose associations. So, care

and thoughtfulness should be considered here as well.

One good way to decide where to turn next is to survey your small business customers. Ask them what their

needs are and identify the areas where your bank can provide greater support or services that will cement

your relationship. After all, without that information, you have a greater chance of going down the wrong

path, no matter your method.
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The pressure is on when it comes to finding and retaining your customers so keep refining your approach

carefully, but consistently, to get the best opportunity over time.

ON DEMAND HELP FOR COMMUNITY BANKERS

Community bankers face many difficult challenges every year, but you are not alone. Our experts stand ready

to help you address a variety of issues. Go here to view options and opportunities.
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